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FIRE WEATHER 

and 

FIRE WEATHER INSTRIThENTS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pire is man's best triend and nie worst enemy. Man'a 

vorks are made poEeible because oÎ it, ìnd, likewise, they 

are destroyed by it. In spite oi its great service and 

destrucivenees, little is known, specifically Epeaking, 

0± the laws which covern Its behavior. To be true, it 

is known by nearly everyone that fire's exiEtence depende, 

broadly speaking, on ftei to burn, oxygen to support corn- 

bustion, and heat to Lring th material to its kindling 

point. o ki:Ow thiS le not enough. he iníluence o each 

individuai ractor on the requisites o fire, botfl sinrly 

and In cornbi:ation with each other, present a complex 

problem. whey are necessary to have a clear conception 0± Its 

behavior. Lo know exactly why a fire burns more rapidly 

at one time, why It irnites more readily one tLxe than an- 

other, etc. are ali important questions In the study 0± 

forest fires. 

Of the three requisites of fire, oxygen t support 

combustion is of no importance In the study of fire since, 

generally speaking, lt le always available in constantly 

u±ticient amounts. Eeat to raise the material to ite kind- 

hug point is Importnt only In studyinp the rate oi spread 

or rire. With the posslt1e exceptioíi cI the so-called 

spontaneous cDLLbuCtion, thereis never enough heat nat- 

urally to start a fire. uel to burn ha& an Important 
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bearing on both the ease of start aLd the rate of spread 

of tires. Outside or the elze and placement of the fuel 

its suaceptlbleness to ignition and rate of spread is 

tntlrely controlled by the atmospheric or weather ele- 

merits. This brings up the question or lire weather. 

.lre weather, when confined to its relation to 

ground cover, may be defined as that combination of at- 

mospheric conditions which bring about a condition favor- 

able to egnition or a fuel and the resultant spread or the 

fire. ¡eather presents Buch a complexity or corditons 

that rio one or Its factors can be said to be the most 

important. tdth the need o better protection of for- 

ests there has been an increasing development of organ- 

Ized protection against forest fires. Consequently a 

demand for tacts and figures on which to base an eftect- 

ive effort has sprung up. A great many studies and ex- 

periments have been made in the past twenty years, all 

of them contributing to this need. 

In the past, though,..iittle thought was given to 

the correlation of climatic factors. it has been re- 

peatealy statea by Iie.Ld men that a Tire was easy or 

practically impossible to control because conditions were 

just right or were bad. These conditiòns, so caiJed by 

firefighters of the old school, are In reality a com- 

bination of weather conditions working against or along 

with the suppression crew. 

Too much emìhasIs cannot be placed on weather con- 

ditions as to responsibility of con it ions favoratle to 
iiiOL 0F FORESTRY 
OREGON STATE COLLEGE 

CORVALLIS, OREGON 
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Ignition and spread o1 ±lre in the ±orest. The recent 

devastating 111amook tire in Western Oregon, which 

'burned over three hundred thousand acres or excellent 

mature iougIas lir, ha8 been detinitely accounted for 

as Deing due to a combination or weater factors, noth- 

Ing more. A study 0± this tire shows a combination of 

low humidity, strong easterly winds, and high temper- 

atures as being vital in its propogation. Other large 

fires have been explainea by similar combinations of 

weather elements. The definite bearing which weather 

has on fires has teen proven time and time again from 

studies correlating the atmospheric facto's during a 

conflagration. Blow-ups of small fires can always be 

attributed to high, or even moderate, winds, sudden 

rapia evaporation and other suaden weather changes. 

* * 
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WEATEER FACTORS AFFECTING INFLAMMABILITY 

All the variable contributing factors which have a bear- 

Ing on hazardous conditions in the forest may be grouped 

mainly under two heads. Each of these two groups, weather 

factors and material and topographic features are insepara- 

ble. However, it simplifies this paper to treat them under 

ditierent heading. It Is universally agreed that without 

fuel there will e no rire, and, due to the tact that tuel 

is the only variable of the three requisites of fire, all 

weather factors will be treated according to their relation 

to it. Altrough the various factors are never found acting 

alone and even have additional effects on each other, In 

- order to understand the Eituation it is desiroable to con- 

eider each separately. 

ETJMI DI TI 

. Humidity Is important In considering what constitutes 

a tire hazard chiefly because of its positive effect on the 

moisture content of the fuels. The amount of moisture in 

the air is measured In two ways. The more common expressin, 
relative humidity, is txe relation oi the amount o moist- 

. 

ure held in suspesion in the air to the amount that could 

be held at the same temperature. Absolute humidity Is the 

actual amount of vapor In suspension by weight for a given 

volume of air. 

: : Relative humidity directly affects the moisture content 

of fuels by controlling to some extent the rate of evapr- 

atlon or absorption of moisture. Strictly speaking, while 



relative humidity is a good lncex as to fte degree o evap- 

oration, it is nov generally understood thet lt Is not alone 

a goon indication o a hazardous condition. his is account- 

able for due to its large daily fluctuations and general 

unreliability. Observations made i. Calitornia show that in 

uslig humidity as a criterion of tire hazarc much more re- 

liable data can be obtained from the absolute humidity \-hich 

is indicated by vapor pressure. Roever, as regards field 

worI in the forest the unreliability of relative humidity is 

compensated tor by its being trie simplest and most corn- 

prehensive of the to mct1ods. 

aily fluctuation of relative humidity is cÌaracter- 

ized normally by an appreciable increase during tîìe night, 

reaching a peak atiout four o'clock in the rnornin&. It will 

then begin the down grade, attaining a low point around four 

o'clock In the afternoon. his daily fluctuation is follow- 

ed by a correspcnctLg raising and lowering of the moisture 

contcnt of the fuels. This loweriiw and raising ol the fuel 

moisture content is characterized by a lag for such short 

durations of maximum and minimum huiclities, the degree of 

lag depending on the size and texture of the material. For 

instance, a xormal daily rise and lalL lias little allect on 

the change in trie moisture content or the heavier tuels and, 

yet, there may be nearly án equilibrium exchangé ot moisture 

In the dutt. As a general rule humidities oÌ only euch a 

short duration serve to indicate only the conaitio of the 

lighter materlsls such as dead grasses, leaf litter, and 

duff. 



Precipitation is the chief controlling factor of mois- 

ture content of fuels when it is present. Rain will undoubt- 

edly produce much higher moisture contents than relative 

humidity. However, it is, at best, a periodic agent, whereas 

a certain amount or moisture is present in the air at all 

times. And, too, the tire season is characterized by a de- 

ficieney of precipitation. ith an ample amount we would 

have no occasion to indicate certain months o each year as 

hazardous ones. 

hull saturation, or one hundred percent relative humid- 

Ity, is not common. Though it be raining hard the air may 

not be saturated. Usually relative humidities taken during 

rainstorms fall betveen sixtyand eighty percent. Experience 

and results of experiments show that fuel moisture content 

varies Irom zero to forty or ±iIty percent as the relative 

humidity increases Irom ZLro to one hundred percent. .tollow- 

ing Is a rather broad concept t the relationship between 

difterent spans of relative humidity and certain degrees of 

flre hazard. 
Table 1 

]?IRI HAZARD n.H. RANGE IN PEICENT 

Generalli safe ------------------------ 70 to 100 
Smoldering conditions ------------------ 4b to 70 
In±lamthabi.e cnditions ----------------- 2b to 4b 
Extreme inflammablity ------------------ O to 25 

(bibliography 6 

Prolonged humidities below filty percent wilL, in a 

short time, compensate the lag and reduce the tuels to an In- 

flammability of a dangerous nature. The important tact to 

keep in mind Is that the duration of the humidity is, in 

most cases, the Index to degree of inflammabiltiy. There are 
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other important lactore a±tecting the moisture content of the 

fuels, and all síiould be correlated to accurately determine 

conditions. 

In the past scveral years the importance of the measure- 

ment of relative humidity has probaily been exaggerated. Pres- 

ent day authorities deviate slightly iro this conception and 

arc attempting to devise soinc method of producing an index to 

hazard that will be a composite measurement of the several 

factors known to affect fire conditions. However, since it le 

one of the most Important factors influencing the moisture 

content of materials it will alays hold an important niche 

in the determination of fire conditiois. 

PRJCIPITATIDN 

By precipitation is meant rainíail or its equivalent In 

snow or hail. Precipitation in sufficient amounts will total- 

ly exclude the possioility ol iire. However, generally 

speaking, all reions of the temperate belt are deficient 

during the summer in this amount. The eftect which It has on 

inflammability depends mainly on the following; (1) the amount 

of precipItation, (2) Its distribution, and (3) the character 

o± the weather following precipitation. 

It has been found for the Idaho region that aprroximate- 

ly two Inches of rain per month will preclude the possibility 

of fire. This standard or small variations of it will or- 

dlrkarily apoly to all regions In the United States. ormally 

a rainfall of two inches per month is absent during the summer 

months, which brings about the so-called fire season. One 



storm which precipitates two-tenths of an inch or more will, 

under average coúdition of fuel, render thc inflammable 

materials too wet to burn. More than this or lesser amounts 

will reüuce the hazard to a greater or lesser extent. The 

eftect of a rainfall on the fuels necessarily depends on the 

moisture content of the fuels at the time of precipitation 

also. Dryer fuels will absorb more moisture in a less span of 

time than will the fuels already nearly saturated. hus the 

total effect of precipitation depends primarily on the a- 

mount fallen and the moisture content of the fuel just be- 

fore the precipitation began. 

The distribution of the rainfall is most important. It 

can readily be seen that a precipitt1on of two inches in two 

days will .ithout a doubt exclude all possibility oì fire 

occurring. however, its effects may be evaporated away with- 

in a few days, leaving the remainder of the month a hazard. 

A rainfall which is more than the minimum necessary to es- 

tablish a safe condition may help to prolong the period, tut 

beyond the fuels' capacity of absorption it will only be lost 

to evaporation, percolation, or surface run-off. Therefore, 

light rains at frequent intervaiF and of the minimum amount 

nece'sary to establish a non-Inflammable condition Is more 

effective in reducing the hazard than heavier rains at long 

Intervals. A fine misty rain Is more completely absorbed 

than is a hard heavy one. A forest cover will tend to break 

up a heavy rain and regulate the amount reaching the forest 

floor, thus reserving more for absorption. 



Light rains may be importait in inaintaining non-tazard- 

ous conditions wflere the moisture content of the forest fuels 

is alleady high but non-effective if the fuels are totally 

dry. Two-hundredths of an inch may be sufTicient to main- 

tain non-inflammable conditions from day to day, while two- 

-tenths of an inch may be necesEary to orevent fire ten the 

fuels are dried out. 

he duration of the beneficial effects of precipitation 

depends solely or the character of he weather following the 

precipitation. A ctorm followed by a hot, dry, windy, low- 

-humidity weather will not have the lasting efects of one 

followed by e cool, humid day. hus, in measuring the effect 

of a storm, it is necessary also to measure the weather con- 

ditions following its termination. 

Precipitation in the form of snow is found with few 

exceptions in the winter or early spring. inters character- 

ized by unusually heavy snows which remain on the ground in 

late spring or early summer undoubtedly have some effect on 

the subsequent fire seeson. The rtarding e:tect of lasting 

snows in the mountains is due to the shortening of the fire 

season. ntil the SnOWS are gone, and th fuels have dried 

out, there will, of course, be no hazard. It is doubtful 

though if the amount of snowfall at any particular time in 

early spring has any effect on the hazard two or three months 

later. 

EVAFOATION 

£vaporation, strictly speaking, is a climax dependent 
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mainly on all or, perhaps, even one of three major weather 

factors, namely temperature, wind, and humidity. To a lesser 

extent sunshine also has an important bearing on evaporation 

in that it tends to increase the temperature and lower the 

relative humidity. The rate of evaporation may be influenc- 

ed by any one of these factors, and 1ikeice the influence of 

any one o them may be o±iset by a suitable change 0± either 

one or all the others. 

The likelihood of start of fires and the rate of their 

subsequent spread is due mainly to the moisture content of the 

fuel present. Evaporation, unlike humiity rhich facilitates 

both evaporation and absorption, acts to reduce this moisture 

content, and, whenever present, it is increasing the hazard- 

ous condition according to its rate. 

Jiesults of studies by the eather Bureau show that the 

occurrence and the rate of spread ot large fires are coin- 

cidnt with a greatly increased rate of evaporation or de- 

crease in vapor pressure. Studies recently made in Calif- 

ernia correlating tire data in their forests conclusively 

substantiates this. It was shown that, with the total num- 

ber of fires being constant, the number of large fires in- 

creed with an incresed rate of evaporation, and only a 

small number occurred '7ith a low rate. Thic condition is no 

doubt explainable y saying that with a low rate of evaporation 

existing a lire is usually caught by suppression crews while 

still small. 

The rate of evaporation does not necessarily coristatly 
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follow either one of the factors affecting it. It may be con- 

trolled at one time mainly by wind alone, other ties humidity, 

and still others temperature. or example, regions frequent- 

ed by strong winds blowing from over a hot arid region quite 

often become afflicted y dangerous conditions even though a 

high humidity exists. eonversely a humid wind accompanied 

by a low humidity may likewise bring about a hazard. 

Although the rate of evaporation is affected greatly by 

relative humidity it follows relative humidity about the least 

of the factors affecting lt. telative humidity varies with 

gusts of wind, temperature, etc, to such an extent that lt is 

usually unreliable except for a speciied short penos. ::el- 

ative humidity fluctuates much more due to temperature than 

does absolute humidity which is indicated by vapor pressure. 

It has ceen found that vapor pressure for an area is an ex- 

tremely reliable criterion for measuring evaporatiOn. Days 

during which a tire spreads most rapidly are found to be 

those on which vapor pressure is the lowest. Likewise fires 

burn slowly on days showing a high vapor pressure which in- 

dicates low evaporation. Wind of ey sort has its efect o.. 

evaporation by increasing the circulation ot air. Air in 

contact *ith a moisture containL.g article coincident with 

a low vapor pressure will become saturated, and unless new 

unsaturated air is Bubstituted evaporation will terminate. 

Hence the more changes o air in contact with an object the 

more tvaporation will take place. A rising temperature In- 

creases the capacity of the air to hold moisture, thereby 
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increasing the rate oÏ evaporation. sunshine increses temp.- 

erature which in turn increases the rate of evaporation. 

Irom data collected by e:perimental work carried on In 

northern Idaho the e:Nect that different ranges of evaporation 

rate in grams pe day riad on tne inflammable conditicn of the 

duff was determined. iolioing is their table:2 

eONDITIO 0F I1LAMABILITY bVAPORATIOr, RAM/DAY 

enera11y safe --------------------------- O to 6 
3lightly dangerous ----------------------- 6 to 10 
Dangerous -------------------------------- lo to 14 
iixtreme1y dangtrous ---------------------- 14 & over. 

(Fibliography 6 

dl ND 

.he et ects of wind n InLlammability are many and 

varied and are dangerous in two ways. ifirst, it affects the 

moisture content of trie fuels by accelerating evaporation, and 

second it influences trie rate of s read of fires directly t'y 

fanning the flames. Ninds may be region wide, local ones 

caused by the fire itself or by tlie topographic features, or 

combinations both. 

A requisite al any increased evaporation is good cir- 

culation which means a constant supply of fresri air. 3til1 

air in cotact with a moisture laden mate ial btcomes satur- 

ated, and u1ess it is replaced by new air which is un- 

saturated evaporation will be stopped. eirculation of air 

constantly brings fresh lots of air iì. contact with the 

material, each receiving a contribution. 'ihe winds to be 

mostly feared as regards evaporation are those blowing In 

from across dry arid regions. A hih wind from across a dry 

hot location cari in a very short while reduce the moisture 

1, 
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content of lorest fuels to a hazardous point, in the Pacific 

orthwest winds from an easterly direction are particularly 

dreded because of tlelr parching efrect on the ground cover. 

lierice winds, within limits, serve as an indication of the 

prevailing hazard, and changes in the direction indicate prob- 

able trends of conditions. 

1nc1 is o maor importance in conic1ering the r.te of 

spread of fires. winds which reach the intensity that they 

can be classed as moderate are dreaded by all forest fire 

fighters. inds of this nature, or to be specific 7:inds of 

six miles per hour or more, always create a serious condition 

and make it practically impossible to extingnisìi an average 

fire under normal tire conditions in the fores. in addition 

to fanning the flames or increasing the draft wind carries 

the heat and flames forward in contact with fresh fuels. it 

has teen found that other conditions being equal the rate of 

spread of a .ire world increase as the sonare of' the increase 

in wind velocit. or example, by doubliig the wind velocity 

trie rate of spread of fire would be quadrupled. 1hus, with 

otrier cond.tlons being favorable, a small increase in wind 

velocity will greatly increase the rate of spread of fire. 

Another important eIect is the occurrence oí spot fires 

ahead of the main fire caus Ly wind-blown embers. lreauent- 

ly spot tires are ignited a mile or more in advance of the 

main conflagration and in most cases cause a lot of trouble 

in controlling a lire. he practical application of this ef- 

fect lies in deterrilining the condition of the fuel as regards 
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ignition ty this method. A low moisture content of the fuels 

and a high ind on a Íire will result in the possibility o 

a great many spot rires. 

Increasing wind velocity no douct increases the rate of 

spread at fires by 1neieain Iie suppiy oi o gen. However, 

it is cioubtlul if this has a material ellect. 

TEMPERA TURF 

Temperature, tor the most part, has its erlect on rire 

hazard indirectly ty regulating evaporation. An increase in 

temperature increaseb tfl moibture holding capacity 01 trie 

air, decreases trie relative humidity, and Increases the vapor 

pressure. All these results Correspondingly increase the rate 

oi evaporation resulting in a drying out of the fuels and 

consequently ana increase in the fire hazard. .ifor a tail in 

temperature the converse is true and iI the rall is su±iici- 

ent precipitation may occur. 

A high temperature ta1en alone cannot in any case be taken 

as an indication or rapia evaporation and consequently a hifl 

fire hazard. Oftentimes a high tempew-ature is accomeanied by 

a high humidity and conversely low temperatures are frequently 

coincident with low humicwities. The general rule however 

follows the more natural responses to temperature, tut, Eincc 

there are many exceptions encountered, it necessarily lollows 

triat a temperature recording should never be used alone for 

determining inflammability. A correlation or temperature with 

the other weather factors ill, beyond a doubt, give a more 

satisfactory answer. 
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Temperature by increasing the temperature of the fuels 

also increases the inIlammabilit to a certain extet. In- 

cressed temperature of the fuel decreases the additional a- 

mount of heat required to bring about and support combustion. 

The measurement or this e±ect or temperature is not import- 

ant since the average fuel must be raised to approximately 

six hundred degreEs rarenììeit berore combustion will taice 

place, an a few negrees more or less of it temperature be- 

fore burning will malce little difference. 

EAROMETRIC PIESSURE 

orma1 conditions eing prevalent, a measure of the bar- 

ometric pressure can indicate chanes in weather conditiots. 
that will result in a high or low hazard. It is instrumental 

as a basis for all weather forecasts an consecuently can bc 

used for rorecastirig fire weather. 

Ordinarily a high barometric pressure is indicative of 

high temperatures arid low relative humidities, both of which 

tend to Increase evaporation therby increasing the fire haz- 

ard. Variations in trie rise ana rali or barometric pressure 

as a rule are signiicant. A s±owl; risicg barometer usually 

means high winds an dry weathcr, while a rapidly rising 
barometer inoicates clear weather with much wind, etc.. 'ince 

conditiofls of this sort increase the i ire Lazarö it follows 

that measurernt. ..ts o. the pressure will give general forecasts 
of the condition of inflarnrnai1ìty. .he general rule applied 
to barometric pressure is that with a rising btrometer, good 

conditions tor evaporation will be forthcomthng and with a 
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falling barometer, vice versa. 

SUN S HI NE 

The character or tÌc weather, le. cloudy, partly eloucy, 

ciear, etc. no aoubt as its eliect on the moisture content 

or lude. Direct sunlight increases the temperature and low- 

ers the relative humidity and as a result increases evaporat- 

ion. 

Also surlaces exposed to direct sunlight are known to be 

scveral degrees warmer than those even partially shaded. Sun- 

light has even more exect on darker surfaces than on lighter 

ones since darkened obeets tena to absorb the maximum o the 

heat rays. 

Though, as yet the determinatiTn 0± whether luel loses 

moisture faster in sunlight, other conditions of evaporation 

being equal, has not been determined, it will be of interest 

to foresters. I there is any appreciable dilference lt 

would estabileh the adviseability 01 leaving logged areas at 

least partlal1i shaded. 

egardless, ?:ithout queE'tion, fires are more likely to 

occur and even spread mre rapidly duriig or inmed1ately 

following periods of clear eather than those characterized 

by clouds and haze. 

LIGHTNING 

Llhtning, In its relation to degree of tire hazard, 

like other torme of weather cannot be controlled. Lightning 

storms are nearly always a souce ai ::ire in the orests, es- 

peclally in the rugged higher mountains. One lightning storm 

may start scveral lires all in ilIerent places. lnce the 
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lightning cannot be prevented, the best that can be done is 

the prompt extinguishing at such tires before they can spread 

and cause large damages. This requires, in adcition to an 

adequate looiout system tor cetection, a weater torecast or 

warning ot the aprroach of such a storm in order ttat sufici- 

ent measures can be taken to supply adequate means or putting 

out any tires resu1tin' from the storm. 

Lightning storms occur most Irequently in the summer 

months in the atternoons when the 1iire hazard is the great- 

est. They are preceede by a dccrease in air pressure and 

relative humidity. This decrease in relative humidity quite 

naturally will produce better conditions tor the start t a 

fire when the lightning does strike. However, hen the storm 

bursts tnere is an accompanying decrease in temperature and 

in some cases prec1pittion occurs. Thus belore the storm 

strikes, the chance of ignition! or the lorest by 11Íitning 

bolts is increased. with the advent o. the storm this increas- 

ed hazard is iiot fully compensated for by the incresing 

humidity and decreasing temperature. And too there otten is 

so little rain to.Liowing an elect:ic storm that any tires 

starting from lightning are apt to continue burning. 

With conditions such as a prolonged drought, low moist- 

ure content of inflammable material due to a low humidity 

over a long period, high temperatures, a brisk wind, etc. 

a lightning etcrm can be very dangerous. A densely ;'vooded 

section under the above conditions may be struck followed 

ignition in many places. A warning ol such an aprroachin 

storm will be 01 intense value to the ranger in cnarge. 
* * * ** * *** ** 

* * 



OThER FACTORS AECIìG flTFLAIMABILITY 

FOREST FUELS 

The determination ot the iresent and probaLle luture 

condition aï the fuel as to inilammability is a culmination 

oi all the ±actors present at a:y one time hich are .orking 

for or against the evaporation or moisture. Since moisture 

content ot the tuels is a composite ot the degree of hazard- 

ness the measuremet or eventual determination of it is of 

prime importance. It is the one measureable unit which can 

be taken alone to determine the degree of inflammability ;ith 

any aegree oi accuracy. 

,ith the exception or wind wind which may increase a 

hazard y its tanning effect, all weathe fact rs ultLnately 

affect the inflammability condition by tLeir control o the 

moisture content of the ruels. he eilect of the weather 

factors in this manner have been discussed in the foregoing 

paragraphs. VariaLlee in the character, volume, and Elrrange- 

ment oi tne iuels have much to do with the fire hazard by 

controlling the ellect of weather elements on their moittre 

content. 

Thtre a:e many ditterent types aI tues, the type de- 

pehding on the cover arid the history ot the area. On certain 

areas the luel may consist 1are1y of grasses, weeds, and such 

fine materials. )ther areas may contain heavier materials 

such as limbs, rallen trees, and varius larger materials. 

finer and lighter woods absorb and evaporate moisture much 

more quieldy and to a greater degree than the heavier materials. 
Thus tor even short periods there is a raplu response to 
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changes in evaporation or absorption conditions for the finer 

materials. 2or example, tor tte quicit changes in relative 

humidity craracterized by its daily fluctuations, there is 

nearly a maximum correspo@ding chanpe in moisture content of 

duff and leaf litter. However little change ol this sort is 

encountered In branch wood and lallen trees. The change in 

moisture content is less and less as the size oi tc fuel 

increases. Thus one can readily see that the proportion ot 

the lighter weight fiels on an are has an important bearing 

on tne liazara existing. 

'..he amount of inflamma1e material is li1ewise important 

in aetermlning a fire hazard. uels which are present in un- 

broken continuity and in suìficient quantity carry the kind- 

ling temperature torward cnbroktenly. The more dried out tuel 

there is present on an area the hotter the lire which increas- 

es until a maximum rate of spread is reached. Logged-ôr 

areas present an abnormal :ire hazard not only because of 

more rapid evaporation but becaus of the rresnce of a great- 

er suprly o fuel. Yuel is found in great aundance on the 

average logged area varying from dut , limbs, litter, and ath- 

er slash to snags, culled logs, etc.. The present day policy 

is tc require a safe method of disposing 01 this.. abnormal 

srply 0± fuel systematically in order te decrease the great 

hazard. Previcus tires leave a tremendous accurnilation of 

dead wood forming an extreiely dangerous situation. 

It is likewise important to conEider t1e placement of 

the lude. Since luci is required to support combustion, in 

its abseie the fire ;lll be checked. Arecs 'iIth a slash 
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layer broken up frequently by intervening areas with no ±uel 

present are much less a flazaiT tnan tflose flaying continuous 

layer. At least the spread i delayed because the' heat is 

diminished conideraLly in being transmitted trom luel to 

±uel. 

In measuring ire danger tfle salest method is to measure 

the luel most atfected íy ev6poration, le. the material which 

will become a serious menance lirst. Iecause ot its wide- 

spread occurrence, its continuous cliaracter, and its moisture 

content as rule being representative o t1e average moist- 

ure content ol several other important materials, the measure- 

nient of t1e lntlammaiility of dutt is a good indication of 

the hazard. 1utt drys out easily and consequently will ignite 

at comparatively low temperatures. The fact that it is in 

an inflammable condition and the larger materials are not 

may be o no consequence. A lare fire may result tecause 

the duff was readily iguited and produced enough additional 

heat to kindle the next largest fuel which in turn increased 

the hea enough to ignite the next largest material and so on. 

In this way the green and wet materials which at first wvre 

in no way inflammable will become ignited. xperiments made 

by various people have combined and checked each otFer in 

producing the following zones of inflarnmability of the top 

layer of dutf. Table . 

ZCNE ISTFE C NTENT 

Non-iflammable ------------------- over 25per e t 
Very low inflammability ----------- 25 to 19 pe cent 
Low intlainmatillty ---------------- 18 to 14 " 

T? 

iedium ii±larimability ------------- 13 to il 
High VJto 8 

xtreme 7 to O 

(Bibliography o 
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Thus in determining the iire hazard at any articu1ar time 

for any area a study o the fuels present and a determination 

of the existing duff moisture content is important. 

FOREST COVER 

The forest cover has a modifying effect on many of the 

factors that ultimately determine fire hazard. The charact- 

er of the cover, its density, etc, vary the inflammability to 

an apprecisbie extent. !or instance we know that a higher 

hazard i present in the open areas than in the forest and 

likewise it is greater in coniferous stands than hardwood 

stands. 

eonilerous stands deposit materials which persist long- 

er and are more inflammable than do the hardwoods. Hazard- 

ous conditions in a hardwood ±orest are generali only present 

coincident with the leaf fall arid a short vhile ollowing un- 

tu the litter decays sufticiently. A fire hazard iE present 

in coniferous stands at any time of the year after a period 

of su±fïcient drying. And, too, the litter is much less 

susceptible to decomposition. Areas grown over with a low 

brushy or gr&ssy cover or areas covered ith slash are much 

more susceptible to lire than any forested area. The only 

exception to the rule that ±orest covers are less hazardous 

is conditions where precipitation is insufficient to penetrate 

the canopy. In this case the. situation is temporarily re- 

versed, the hazard Leing for a short while greater in the 

loreet. Generally there is a marked difference between the 

moisture content of ±uels in the orest and in the open. This 

marked difference teLids to become slight alter prolozged 
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droughts or hard rains. ollowing rains though the fuels in 

the open dry out much faster due to ccnlitions of greater 

evaporation. 

Definite data has been recently published regarding the 

effect of partial or complete removal of ±oreet cover on 

temperatures, moisture eoitent, wind, an evaporation in 

Idaho. Using dense virgin timber as the standard, the effects 

were iaund :or partial cut areas of fifty percent density and 

clear cut areas. The following table shos briefly tile re- 

suits. Table 4. 

INCREASE OVER TEAT OF 100% DEISITY 

ACO uiEL'i1J PA:TIAL CUT CLEAR CUT 

Air temperature --------------- 2-degrees 5 degrees 

oi1 " -------------- 2 " 8 

Surface duff temperature ----- id " 50 

Wind movement ---------------- 15 miles/hr. 29 miles/hr. 

vaporation rate ------------ 37 grams/day 123 grams/day 

DECREASE FROM TEAT 3F 100% DENSITY 

ielative humidity ------------ 7 9'/o 

Absolute humidity ------------ 0.4 gr./cu.it. 0.5 gr./cu.ft. 

Duff misture content -------- 2.3, 1O.6 

Branch wood moisture content - 1.6% 4.7% 

Bibliography # 6 

The great eflect of timber canopy on the fire hazard 

is rather obvious to the reader from the acovE table. The 

grester tile density of an overwood thc less the efect of 

factors tending towards lire hazaí'd. ecords siso show that 

the full lorest cover eliminates ninety percent of the 

critical periods during the height o the fire season and 
V 

the i±ty percent cover over half. The practicable pplienoe 

oli such findings are gained by the realization of the material 
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eftect on fire hszard that varying degrees oi density have. 

Knowing this foresters can arrange their protection per- 

sonnel to much better advantage. 

.xPo SUE 

Large differences in the moisture content of fuels can 

be obtained by measurements made of the moisture content of 

materials tound on differ nt aspects. Sloves with a north to 

west exposure are generally characterized by moleter condit- 

ions ttìan those of the south to east exposures, particularly 

in the northwest regions. South to east slopes normally are 

found to have higher average temperatures which increases 

evaporation. The density of timered areas are lees on so:th 

slopes. Eastern slopes In the northwest are frequently sub- 

ject to hot, dry winds blowing in from dry, riot semi-arid 

country. Thus one would readily believe that there is a 

greater hazard on south 'to east slopes than north to west 

slopes. 

* 

** ,, * * * * ** * * ** * *** * * 
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MEA5UREI1ENT OF THE FIRE HAZARD 

AGENCIES 

The measurement 01 fire haard resolves itsell into two 

phases, the determination of the immediate fire weather and 

a prediction of the condition for the immediate future. The 

Weather ureau, ìorest Service, State and Private "orest Prot- 

ection Ageiacies, Logging Outfits, etc. all play t}eir part in 

its determination. 

Until 1913, no accurate determinatins of fire hazard 

were attempted. .Lire weather, before that, was merely a 

guess based entirely on the lire lighters judement. In 1913 

the first attempt at issuing fire warnings was made, its ad- 

vent being irdtiated in the Pacilic :Torthwest. To this day 

tIie major and more complex measurements are being made prin- 

cipally in the western nited States. Authorization to set 

up a fire-weather warning service was received by District 

Forecaster, E. A. Beals, of the ?eather Pureau in the North- 

west at that time. Only warnings of the extreme1: dangerous 

type were issued, two being issued in th: Portland.ditriot 

and noue in the Mn .Jrancisco district in l9l. in 114 

warnings were made to all the other districts. However, the 

service met with such success in the eyes of the 1orest Ser- 

vice and other protection agencies that agitation was begun 

at once to obtain annual appropriations to set this service 

up as a permanent part o the ?eather ureau. Aceordinly 

1916 after the experimental tryout, frmal instructions 
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were given authorizing the issuance of warnings of weathe 

conditions particularly favorable to fire in toreted areas. 

Even in these early stages of the game it was realized 

that any warnings issued made under the existing set-up could 

be only along the broadest of general lines. With only a 

scattered system of westìer measuring stations and those not 

generally in forested mountainous regions it was imrossible 

to determine or predict conditions with consistency for loeal 

use. he data was inadeuate in relation to local conditions 

brougìit about by the many different topogrephic features. 

The possibilities of the development of the service, however, 

were realized and steps taken at once to improve the sources 

of data. 

In 1915 0. I. Dague spent most of the summer surveying 

the possibility of the collection of field data in rcgon. 

.he work was bePun by first contacting the sources of field 

information and determining the fire problems in each section. 

Mr. Dague, in addition to establishing instruments at some 

few points of advantage instructed tl:e field men on how to 

properly read snd take care o: tke various instruments trìen 

in use. At that time there were twenty eight hygrothermo- 

graphe and two hyrographs in use by the various protective 

agencies an though these were really inadequate they were 

fairly well distributed over the state making lt possible to 

obtain fairly gooö data for the regions. Copies of tLe read- 

ings were sent in to the 'eather 3ureau the tirst of each 

week to be studied in connection with fire weather types and 

t1e verification of lire-weather warnings that were issued. 
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he necessary cooperation between te Drotective aencies 

and the e&ther sureau was aecon1ished. A:d Eince these 

eaDiy dates great strides have been 'ade In the development 

0± the service. Data are now received from a great many stat- 

ions and complex reports are made by the 'xeather bureau 

throughoutthe fire season. tations reporting weather measur- 

eintnts are located tflrouoiout the state. he net-work, 

according to the"urnmary of the Hre- esther Stason or 1933" 

put out by the ortland O1iice, eonists of so:.e one hndred 

and thirty stations in addition to the regular Veather Purau 

metsuring stations. These 130 statIons are ditrtbuted t}rough- 

out eastern and western flreon and are fostered by the .orest 

Service, state and uounty associations, logging operationF and 

other protection a-encies. i2hey are equipped vith some or all 

of the major weather instruments including, hygrothermoghaphs 

and hygrographs, whirled, rotor, or stationary psychrometers, 

wind velocity any direction instrumente, end raingages. Sev- 

eral new stations were established and additional instruments 

for tiiose already in operation were Issued in l93. 

certain stations advantageously located are finely ea- 

uipreö, a good example t:eing the ind i-dyer i-orest xperiment 

Station. This station has Îscllities or measurL.g all the 

weather elemynts including temperatures, humidities, wind, 

evaporation, rain fall, barometric pressure and in addition 

make oeervations of the character of the weather as clear, 

partially cloudy, or cloudy, hours of precipitation, wind move- 

ment, etc.. deports are made daily by vire to the ;eat}er 

Pureau In eattle on temperature, bumi'ity, wind, and charact- 

er of the weather. eekly and monthly reports of a more 
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complete nature are given also. 

in Creon for the 1933 season, fire-weather forecasts 

were iseued a total o. 117 days. ,henever dangerous conditions 

were imminent special localized warnings wee issued by tele- 

graph. Otherwise the ±orecast was issued for pu lication 

twice daily in ttie daily weatìier map, In local ne;spapers, 

an for broadcast by radio. The more important forecasts vere 

given directly y telephone or telegraph to the heads of the 

difierent protective agencies, lumber companies, and ewners of 

timber lands. 

The Weather Bureau was fortunate in receiving assistance 

by the uivil vorks elief rograrn. anis made possible the 

compilation o! all sorts of data pertaining to fire hazard in 

the lorm of tar'les, charts, etc. for record and presentation 

to protective agencies. 

DET1RMINATiOr A1D PiDIe'2iOx 

With the increased knowledge ot the efect that the var- 

iu8 weatìer e1emnts have on tne possitility oi tire due to 

experiments ana experience it Îias become possible to accurate- 

j_y atermine 1airly consistently trie rire hazard. The earlier 

conception stressed the importance ot flumidity in its measure- 

ment. The present aai trend, though it certainly includes 

humiiity is towards a combination or all factors aic their 

correlation thereof. Simply 'put, this means a mesureme..t of 

the Luel moisture content. A compilation oi the elements 

afecting the moisture content of the fuels can he used both 

for the existing conditions and as a basis tor predictions. 



The most accurate measurement is made by a measurement ot the 

existing inflammability together with a torecast ot thc 

weather for succeeding days. This weather predicted tor the 

tollowing days can be aplied to th existing condition and 

produces a tort cast oi intlemmaility. Ïhe prediction oî 

intiammaility will tnen only e as accurate as that of the 

weather rorecast. Thus measurement of the weather is not a 

measurement or the hazard. The two must be tied in. 

The measurement ot tuel moisture content can be made by 

taking moisture contents OX all the types of duels. Eowevcr, 

it is ciesireable that all measurements takcn should be just as 

simple and comprehensive to the average person as possible. 

In dett2ruininr lire tazard, using possibly only one tuel as an 

inuex, it is safest to use the tuel which is most susceptahie 

to chanring corditions of evaporation. 1or instance the duff 

ot the torest tloor responds faster and more completely than 

o the larger iuels, tnus its measuremnt may be the import- 

ant one. Probb.Ly as the study of torest fire hazard develops 

there will be simple methods :or determining the moisture con- 

tent of all the important fuels. This transition is shown in 

the reccnt developmit OT the hazard stick. 

It is ail too apparent that torecasts of 'ire hazard 

are as yet not eu±ticiently reliable. The progress shown in 

the past few years, however, is a hopetul sign. With incres- 

ed dta to work with ana increased knolede t arly to the 

data lt Is possible that reliable timely forecasts will be 

made in the future. The practical use 01 lorecaste is in 
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facilitating preparedness and their useulness depends en- 

tirely on their accuracy. A timely warning et an approach- 

Ing increase in hazard ei.iabies the ±ield menin charge of a 

lire to make preparations by increasing his force or chanin 

his plan of attack. Xith accurate forecasts of weather con- 

ditions affecting fire hazard the expense ot protection will 

be greatly decreased. 

So far ratler etecicnt an accurate short pe 'lad pred- 

jetions are being made. 'ihe development of a technique of 

forecasting larther In advance or the conditions is important. 

Also since it is almost universally true that ror ev:ry reg- 

ion an extremely large pecentage of their fire damage occurs 

drring the so-called bad years it is obvius that knowirAg the 

approach o ueh years is the the most fleeced development In 

the way of forecasts. 

Forecasts of weather indicating only a tire hazard are 

not all that are necessary. Advance knowledge of approach- 

ing wet-weather, non-.hazardness conditions are extremely im- 

portant in the reduction or expenses for the protection agency. 

Als: it is usetul to the agency to tile duration and the 

continuance with or without marIed changes o' the preciicted 

conditions. he eater Bureau i tairly capable of predict- 

Ing with some degree et accuracy precipitation,wl'ulch Is very 

importart. Also wind, both direclon and velocity, is at 

this time possitle to predict accurately. Attempts to tore- 

cast relative huLlJ:Ity, temperature, evaporation, and uff 

moisture contents are being made and thus far show the need 

of more complete data and knowledge. 
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INSTRLTMTTS FOR MEASURIG FIRE WEATHER 

BAROMET R 

An instrument constrveted for the prpose of mesuring 

the air nressure. It is o arranged tflat an increase in air 

pressure will act on a vacumn chamber which is balanced be- 

tween the normal pressure at sea level and a main spring. 'his 

action is transmitted to an index hand moving over a dial which 

has been graduated to agree with the scale of the mercury bar- 

ometer. 

Probatly t}e only use of t!e barometer in re1atin to 

fire hazaró i its use in predicting 

A rising barometer signifies fair or 

ned farther could mean hot weather. 

predicts stormy weather ano as such 

rain or perhaps electrical storms or 

is of importance to those interested 

ditions. 

HYGROME TER S 

general weather conditons. 

good weather hich car- 

A falling barometer 

neans either high winds, 

even a combination which 

ii1 general fire con- 

Hygrometers are instruments devised for determiriii' the 

percent of moisture in the air. Its simplest form consists 

of two thermometers side by side, the bulb of one exposed to 

the air and the bulb of the other being covered with silk or 

some other wicking immersed in water is constantly wet. There 

are many dilierent types ali. worcea up on the same theory. 

Since evaporation produces a cooling etfect the reading 

of the wet bulb will be lower than that of the dry bulb provid- 
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Ing the air 1 not lully saturated. Charts are constructed 

from which the relative himidity can be obtained knowing tbe 

reading of both the wet and dry bulbe. hen the air is total- 

ly saturated both the wet and dry bulbs will produce a like 

reading and reLtive humidity or percent of saturation will be 

one hundred percent. 

Many variations ot the simplest hygrometer are available. 

eli'-recordirg instruments relieve one of the trouble of read- 

ing the bulbs at certain hours an are extremely accurate. 

One of the more important variances is called the 'sii g 

psychrometer. It was designed primarily for obtainiiig quick- 

er and more accurate readings. Tt consists of two thermom- 

etrs fastened on a base plate with their tulbs extending over 

the edge of the plate. The plate is attached on thL end 

away from tÌ.e bulbs on a swivel attached to a handle extend- 

1xg out at right angles to the length of the thermoeters on 

the plate. This is wLirled around in the air where one wish- 

es to take a reading. Another type is the rotor fan type of 

psychrometer. í.'he wet and dry bul' thermometers are set up- 

right on a iranio with the bulbs exposed to a fan which is 

operated by a crank or battery. The Pciuic ForthweEt x- 

perimet Etation has recently devised one o these. It was 

designee. because e better circulation et air is supplied to 

the bulbs and they are not jarred atout. They will eliminate 

breakage which was not umcomon when using the "sling" psy- 

chrometer. 

So1Le iorm of an instrument on this principle is placed 

at strategic points tLroughout the region and daily readings 
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are taken. IIany of the lookoits are recuired to keep records 

of tine humidity. fa11in relative humidity for a few days 

may be an indiction of en approachinr hazardoue condition in 

the vicinity. The Weather Fureau keeps accurate records 01 

the humidities and with a low humidity for prolonged periods 

can issue warnings of dangerous conditions to statt and spread 

of fire. 

RAIN3AGES 

Is a devised mean for the measurement or amounts of rain- 

rail. One type of rai gac consists or a funnel witua a small 

buc1et below. The funxel automatically tips and empties thè 

fallen water after it has recêived one-hundredth of an inch of 

rainfall. The amount of rainfall Is measured by the nnmber of 

tips the funnel makes which can be electrically recorded or 

mechanically as thé case may be. 

The more simple type consists of containers with a fun- 

nel typ mouth narrowing down to a small diameter before 

entering the bottom. Some even have the tute bent or curled 

in order to reduce the chance of evaporation to a minimum. 

This type neecis a graduatea glass bottle in the set in which 

to pour the water caught in order to measure It. 

The placement or all rainages Is of prime importance. 

wo of them placed even within a few yards of each other may 

show a twenty percent difference In measurement. Inc lE a 

serious obstacle In collecting a true amount of precipitation. 

A position In a opening unobstructed by large trees, build- 

Ings, or fences obtains tLe best results. Wind breaks axe 

justifiable providing they are at a distance tram the rain- 
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gage o not less than t}eir height. 

rainageS are extensively used by the veatÍer ureau. 

They are ].aceo at points oî advantage and amounts o pre- 

cipitation recorded. The orest service maintains them at 

most 01 their important primary lookout stations and read- 

inge are sent to the nearest eather Pureau headquarters. 

AMOMETERS 

velocity of wind has become a lactor 01 the tiret im- 

portance in determining the rate ot spread oÏ lires ana 0± 

a smewhat lesser importance in Thcillitating evaporEtion. 

Wind velocity is measured by instruments callet anemometers. 

uny ditierent types of these instruments have been produced. 

One more or less standard type is fitted out witia lour 

ariìs revolving horizontally above a base. íach arm is lit- 

ted on the end witìl a neispherical cur about three inches in 

diameter. The vanes are connected to the mechanism in the 

base by a steel rod which mechanically records tle velocity. 

Other types more on the ±sn torm are also used. 

birLce vel city 01 wino is so important in determining 

whether or not a hazardous conditi'n exists lt lollows trat 

anemometers are useci extensively. The Veather Bureau has 

them set up herever they ensider them necessary. Protection 

agencies are quite naturally inte sely interested in the ve- 

locity of the wind, whether it Is increasing, Its direction, 

etc. in relation to the rate of spread and the condition of 

the inflammable materials. To date few of the lookout pints 

In the Ietional Forests are equipped *ith anemometers due to 

their prohibitive expense. Certain key points are now eqV' 
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nipped with anemometers se the ;ind :iver .:xperiment station. 

It is equipped with two anemometers, one set on a twenty foot 

pole an the other eet two and one-half feet aove an evapor- 

ation tank. he average readinpe for twenty four hours are 

recorded and are telegraphed to the eather Bureau in Seattle. 

iorest oulicials recognizing the iinportnce of knowing 

wind velocities are attempting to place anemometers on most 

of their lookouts. The Pacific orUiwest .'orest xperiment 

station in Portlad is at the present attempting to construct 

an anemometer that will be of a cost that they can o so. 

TEEROME TER S 

ihermometers are simple instruments used for recording 

temperatures. whey consist of a glass tube with an extreme- 

ly small bore opening into a bult at the bottom. This ul 

i filled witha fluid that contracts and expands readily to 

an increase or decrease in temperatures, usually mercury or 

alcohol. The length of the tube is graduated accordirg to 

a standard scale bese on the freeaing point at thirty two 

degrees fareliheit and the boiling point at two hundred and 

twelve degrees aren}it. 

hey are important in measuring fire hazard in determin- 

Ing the air temperatures. whey are also used in determining 

relative numidities which has been explained. sInce temper- 

ature plays an important role se one of the weather elements 

affecting fire hazard it Is important to know the trend both 

for existing ccnditions and forecasts. 

DUFF IIYGROL2TER 

The duff hygrometer is an instrument devised for measur_ 
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ing the moisture content of the öuff. It consists of a long 

lewly tapered tube of a small dia:eter with a length of 

rattan about one-tenth of an inch in diameter. This length 

of rattan is anchored to the pointed end of the tube and is 

attached at the other to a guage. The dial of the face is 

calibrated to correspond to changes in length of the strip of 

rattan to diferent duff moisture conditions and is expressed 

in percent moisture content. As tue amount of moisture in- 

creases so does tue length of the strip of rattan which moves 

the dial to the corresponding moisture content of the duff. 

he converse is true as the absorption of moisture from the 

duft by the rattan is decreased. 

.his instrument is simple, easy to handle, and gives 

fairly accurate results where care is taken to occassionally 

recalftrate it. As the trend to more measurement of moisture 

contents increases this Instrument will find wider usage. 

ALIGNMENT CEAETS 

rather unique method of obtaining an index to forest 

inflammability Is to be found in the alignment chart method, 

introduced by the Nort eastern Forest xperiment taion in 

New York. It was first found that the most practical meas- 

ure of inflammability in reference to duff was a combination 

of relative humidity, air temperature, and the number of 

hours since the occurrence of the last measurable precipitat- 

ion. By correlating and corn ining the ab:ve combination of 

weather elements in their relation to duff moisture content 

an alignment chart such as found on the opposite page was 

constructed. The zones of Inflammabilit of the surface duff 
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was determined for the percent of moisture content and arrang- 

ed side by side. 

To determine the inflammability of the duff one end oÍ 

a straight edge is placed on the number corresponding to the 

number of hours since the last measurable precipitation. he 

otÌer end is then movd until it strikeB the existing temp- 

erature on the air temperature scale. Then, holding the 

straight edge on the point where it strikes the unmarked line, 

the other end is moved until it strikes the proper value on 

the relative humidity scale. The degree of inflammability or 

the duff moisture content i' thex indicated where the straight 

edge crosses the duff moisture content scale. 

This chart is a satisfactory method of presenting the 

relationships of the weather elements to the duff moisture 

content under certain exacting conditions. The objections to 

its use lie in the limited use of individual charts. It is 

necessary that charts be available for different times of the 

day and for each small change of type. However, when worked. 

out for a definite loeatithn and used in relation to weather 

measurements taken at a certain specific time of day it is a 

fairly simple means of determining fir danger from day to day. 

TEE HAZARD STICK 

The hazard stick or wood cylinder is a simple method in- 

dexing the moisture content of fuels in the field. It offers 

a comprehenib1e means of measurement of the eomined effeót 

of the weather elements on the moisture conten of fuels arid 

though it is rather new it is already in wide usage throuh- 

out the west. In using the method it is important to under- 



stend that it is only an Indicator of the fuel moisture con- 

tent, not a direct measure of it. 

In preparing the stick it is intended to obtain a sample 

which will accurately represent the forest fuel generally 

clasEed as limbs and brancfl woo. Accurate in1c!tors coi'ld 

not be obtained by using the genuine limb wood because of the 

inconsistency of each piece av liable as to checks, size, 

density, taper, bark, etc.. The wood cylinders used by the 

Northern rocky Experiment Station are round but the Pacific 

Lorthwest xperiment itation has found thst a squre piece le 

nearl:' as accurate, the difference being so small that it 

doesn't justify the grester expense of making the round sam- 

pies. he Northern 1tocky Mountain 1xperiment Station oLtains 

the oven dry moibture eotent of their cylinders and by 

weighing the sample after exposure find the samples surplus 

weight over the oven dry weicht and determie the moisture 

content of the cylinder by referring to a chart specllly 

prepared for each cylinder. The Pacifie Northwest Experiment 

Station deviates slightly from this rrocedure. They claim 

that by subjecting the sample to drying to oven dry weicht 

Its ability to absorb and evaporRte moisture is affected. 

The oven dry weight of their hazard sticks is determined by 

cutting a sample off each end of the sample-to-Lje. ihese 

pieces are first weighed and then dried to oven dry weiht. 

The oven dry weight of the smple is found by a simple prop- 

ortion to those subjected to the drying. 

hese sticks or cylinders are placed on wire racke in 
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compara1e situations and are measurtd for thcir moisture con- 

tent at various times. Consistency o' degree of exposure. 

time 0± we1hing, etc., are necessary to obtain and accurate 

index. In order to simplify the wêighin of the samples the 

Pc1uic Northwest Experiment Stetion has recently constructed 

a simple scales. he stick is eouipped ith an eye" to nace 

on a hook on the arm of the scales. The moisture content is 

reed directly on the scales, having been already calibrated 

for the various weights at different moisture contents'. 

The practical value of thie method of measuring inflam- 

mability lies in its Simplicity of indication of the fuel 

moisture content. The indication of differences in moisture 

contents is much more accurate than would be possible by 

even experienced estimates. 

*********', *************** 
* * 
* * 4 * 44 * 44 + 4++ 44444 * * ** * * 



co NC LU S IO NS 

It is impractical and far too expeneive to maintain per- 

sonnel and supplies adequate to obtain the protection desir- 

ed for the worst conditions of inflarnmarility that may arise. 

Likewise it Is tkie utmost folly to expect to kep the fire 

loss to a minimum and only have the men and supplies available 

to cope with a small condition of inflammability. Knoledge 

of those factors making for the degree of fire hazard are 

necessary for the proper protective effort. It is essential 

to know the existing conditiOns and those likely to occur in 

the future in order to ottain the maximum protection with the 

minimum of expense. 

Though in the past too much emphasis was made on individ- 

ual weather factors in regard to inflammability, especially 

relative humidity, increased knowledge of firq,how the weath- 

er elements affect it, etc. have made us realize the import- 

ance of combining all factors. The combined effect of the 

westher elements ctn best be expressed in terme of the moist- 

ure content o the fuels available. 

Accurate determinations of the moisture content of fuels 

can be made and new means are now employed for obtainig an 

indication o it. However, the existing condi :jone of the 

fuels are not enough. It is likewise of the utmost import- 

ance to know or at least have a fairly accurate idea of what 

those moisture contents are going to be tomorrow, the next 

day, etc.. Ait.h increasing knowledge and technique the dep- 
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endability of forecasts of the degree of hazard will no doubt 

be increased. In order to bring this about there must nec- 

essarily be a high degree of co-operation :etveen the protec- 

tive agencies and the ,eather Bureau. 'ihe bureau must he 

furnished ;'itÌî accurate data and records to work with; in short 

they must know the existing condition, the future v;eather ele- 

ments, and the effect of changing weather elements on the 

îresent condition. 

It is necessery that forecasts of imenent danger be made 

for periods of satisfactory length Deforehand so that prep- 

arations of the type necessary can be made. It is even 

posside and would be e revalation if bad seasons could be 

forecasted. 2he protection problem certainly boils down to 

one 0± prediclión. It is bad to have too many men on a fire-- 

it is even worse not to have suficient power to cnntrol the 

fire. Lntil we have developed means for accurate predictions 

for satisfactory periods beforehand, aquiring complete kuow- 

ledge of all the weather elements, determiniri- the effect 

each factor has on inflammability, and transmitting the 

necessary information with the least possible delaywe cermot 

hope to strike the happy medium. 

* 
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